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                                Özet Türkçe

                                

                                This study aims to analyze the approach of ‘Çocuk Sesi’ magazine to its ‘female and male’ readers, the ‘convenience of texts to children’ in pedagogical terms, ‘the qualification of awards’ given to readers that ranked first and the ‘titles’ readers preferred to use before the surname act. This examination on ‘Çocuk Sesi’ periodical which was published for the first time in Latin Alphabet in ‘the history of the Republic of Turkey’ shed light on the history of its period. This study used ‘qualitative research method.’ The preferred study technique is ‘document analysis.’ The data obtained is classified into four themes including ‘gender,’ ‘convenience to children,’ ‘qualifications of awards,’ and ‘reader titles.’ It is concluded in this study that this periodical included subjects that would satisfy both genders such as ‘paper doll works’ for ‘girls’ and ‘sports’ section for ‘boys’ in regards to ‘gender theme.’ It is confirmed that some sentences seen in some texts of ‘Çocuk Sesi’ periodical were not ‘convenient for children’ in pedagogical terms. Gifts given by ‘Çocuk Sesi’ periodical to its readers include different types such as ‘little sheep, tayyare lottery ticket, swimsuits, photograph machine and gramophone.’ Examining the editions in 1928 - 1930, it is established that some readers wrote down ‘Son of Border Battalion Commander...,’ ‘Daughter of Tobacco Factory Manager...’ as their titles because the surname act was not in enacted yet.                            
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